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Unsurprisingly, a large portion of the KDE packages depend on Qt5-Webengine somewhere in their dependency tree. I am curious,
as a long time KDE user, what if anything the Parabola community has done here to liberate the dozens upon dozens of KDE
packages that are not installable because of this missing dependency. If there is something I can do to help with this, I am definitely
interested.
Here is a small sampling:
libkgapi - https://www.parabola.nu/packages/extra/x86_64/libkgapi/ (issue #1862)
kmail - https://www.parabola.nu/packages/extra/x86_64/kmail/
kdepim-meta - https://www.parabola.nu/packages/extra/x86_64/kdepim-meta/
kontact - https://www.parabola.nu/packages/extra/x86_64/kontact/
kdenetwork-meta - https://www.parabola.nu/packages/extra/x86_64/kdenetwork-meta/
akonadi-calendar-tools - https://www.parabola.nu/packages/extra/x86_64/akonadi-calendar-tools/
kio-gdrive - https://www.parabola.nu/packages/community/x86_64/kio-gdrive/
messagelib - https://www.parabola.nu/packages/extra/x86_64/messagelib/
libksieve - https://www.parabola.nu/packages/extra/x86_64/libksieve/
akonadi-calendar - https://www.parabola.nu/packages/extra/x86_64/akonadi-calendar/
mailcommon - https://www.parabola.nu/packages/extra/x86_64/mailcommon/
grantlee-editor - https://www.parabola.nu/packages/extra/x86_64/grantlee-editor/
akregator - https://www.parabola.nu/packages/extra/x86_64/akregator/
akonadiconsole - https://www.parabola.nu/packages/extra/x86_64/akonadiconsole/
kalarm - https://www.parabola.nu/packages/extra/x86_64/kalarm/
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History
#1 - 2018-09-26 04:38 AM - bill-auger
- Related to Freedom Issue #1167: [chromium][electron][qt5-webengine][qt6-webengine] QTWebgine/Electron embeds "entire Chromium platform"
added
#2 - 2018-09-26 04:39 AM - bill-auger
this is really a discussion better suited for the mailing list - there is no actual "bug" reported here - for example, is it actually possible to install any of
those packages on parabola now?
it is also nearly a duplicate of #1290
there is a long standing open issue about chromium and friends, collecting all of the packages that are related - any news regarding any of them will
be reported on that issue #1167
#3 - 2019-02-11 12:57 AM - bill-auger
- Related to Freedom Issue #1290: Lots of apps are unusable without qt5-webengine added
#4 - 2019-02-26 06:57 PM - bill-auger
- Priority changed from bug to freedom issue
- Description updated
#5 - 2019-02-26 07:58 PM - bill-auger
- Status changed from open to confirmed
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#6 - 2019-09-04 11:17 AM - bill-auger
- Description updated
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